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tents, we propose a heterogeneous lightweight
ontology allowing for the coexistence of similar, yet diverse concept hierarchies to dynamically determine the best fit for a user in a semisupervised setting. This approach is novel,
since state-of-the-art ontologies are conventionally modeled under full integration and in
a top-down manner, often not accounting for
perspectives in knowledge representation.

Abstract
Due to the ever-increasing amount of legal regulations, it became an interest of scholars to
find ways of capturing domain-relevant knowledge and facilitate the navigation in legal text
corpora. Furthermore, the contextual nature
of legislation requires enhanced semantic capabilities to identify relevant regulations for
specific user needs. This work aims for collecting concept hierarchies from German literature in the legal domain which are then
integrated into a knowledge base with multiple clusters, allowing for different perspectives and efficient lookups. Having references
to regulations in the leaves of the concept tree
and higher levels with an increasingly abstract
context, the resulting hierarchies provide the
basis for creating legal domain knowledge in
German law. Starting with rule-based annotation, we cluster extracted references, given
their context features derived from tables of
contents and reasons for citing from various
textbook formats. We study the expressiveness of the obtained reference context features. Since different authors have their own
notion of hierarchy given by the table of conCopyright © CIKM 2018 for the individual papers by the papers'
authors. Copyright © CIKM 2018 for the volume as a collection
by its editors. This volume and its papers are published under
the Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC
BY 4.0).

1

Introduction

Nowadays, enterprises as well as lawyers are facing the
challenge of keeping track of an overwhelming number
of legal texts from different jurisdictions. Yet, it is
their obligation to ensure compliance, so that often
manual efforts are made to monitor changes in law.
On the other hand, this means that new developments
need to be integrated into already existing knowledge,
e.g., if a law is amended and impacts other regulations
which are used in a specific scenario, the knowledge
needs to be adapted accordingly. There is a need for
context-sensitive search and a grouping method which
ensures that all relevant documents are retrieved for
a specific situation. The natural language processing
(NLP) community has made many advances, such as
building citation networks [ZK07, WLM16]. Surprisingly, there are few works addressing the extraction of
legal concept hierarchies based on implicit semantic relations between legal texts. We define implicit semantic relations as relationships among legal texts which
only apply in specific contexts, so that they are not
coded as explicit citations within generally applicable
regulations. For example, depending on the expertise
of a lawyer (i.e., knowledge about implicit semantic

relations), he can use his background to identify connected laws which are important for a specific case.
In this paper, we propose a method to extract information from a large number of textbooks. It can be
used to identify contextually relevant texts based on
their mentions within literature, providing evidence of
a semantic relationship between legal texts depending
on their closeness within the resulting concept hierarchy. This form of domain knowledge is modeled in a
bottom-up manner, using the references to legal texts
in the literature as instances in the bottom levels of
the concept hierarchy. Above, descriptive context representations are desired, which we refer to as reasons
for citing, for each respective regulation. These representations and relationships can be modeled according
to the desired expressiveness of the resulting ontology.
Winkels et al. show that reasons for citing can be
extracted from the sentence referring to the respective
regulation, and narrow them down to four relationship
categories: selection, application, concluding (denying)
and a category for in relation to [WBVvS14]. Zhang
and Koppaka link relevant legal texts based on reasons for citing and let experts assess their contextual quality [ZK07]. There are works addressing legal
text linking based on the information given therein
[FMPT10, BDCG+ 15]. These approaches use explicit
citations from within the document itself or its metadata. We choose to use external knowledge from literature to find relationships which cannot be directly
detected within these documents. For this, we model
relationships among legal texts in a concept hierarchy,
founded upon the spatial co-occurrence of their mentions in legal literature.
Our approach is therefore a step in a new direction of legal informatics, because we consider legal
literature as a source of concept hierarchies to build
domain knowledge. We base our method on the assumption that a (sub-) chapter headline corresponds
approximately to the concept described in the section.
Furthermore, the cited legal texts in each passage are
seen as semantically related to the discussed concept
of the respective section. While this assumption does
not always hold - especially in cases where authors use
creative titles - our studied literature contains descriptive concepts in most headings of sections.
For the scope of this paper, we establish a connection between legal documents which co-occur in the
same chapter, part, section or lower level subsections.
By means of a concept hierarchy, we are able to identify closely related legal texts in the lower parts, as well
as those which have a higher distance given only one
common concept on a high abstraction level. A limitation of this approach is that we extract and maintain
explicit keywords forming a concept. Hence, we do not
integrate it into a common understanding of standard-

ized concepts, as it can be encountered in standard
ontologies. Having legal textbooks of many different
formats and authors as data sources, we expect many
contradictions to occur during an attempt to establish mapping rules for a standard axiomatic ontology.
Therefore, we follow a different notion of knowledge
representation.
Similar to the process of studying law, we aim for a
diversity of perspectives within our system, which are
chosen depending on the context. Specifically, we are
interested in the effects of letting a concept hierarchy
remain in its original structure, derived from the table
of contents (TOC), and coexist among other similar
concept hierarchies belonging to the same cluster. In
this work, we show how such an approach can model
the contextual application of regulations and how it is
able to adapt to user-given feedback. Thus, the contribution of this work is a combination of the following
techniques:
• We apply rules to annotate elements in a textbook.
• We access DBpedia knowledge for named entity
resolution.
• We form concept hierarchies and evaluate their
components.
• We group concept hierarchies with nominal clustering.
• We discuss the use of heterogeneous lightweight
ontology clusters for legal texts.
The remainder is structured as follows: Section 2 contains related work regarding concept hierarchy extraction, lightweight ontologies and the formation of clusters. Since our approach is derived from observations
of research gaps for our specific use case, we provide
a justification of our methods alongside. In Section 3,
we describe our method of extracting concept hierarchies from legal literature and the subsequent steps of
constructing the domain knowledge. We discuss experimental results in Section 4. Finally, we conclude
our findings and unveil future research potential.

2

Related Work

We introduce three main aspects regarding our aim
of capturing and applying knowledge from textbooks.
The concept hierarchy is derived from the inherent
structure of a piece of literature. In this section, we
first name some alternative approaches to extract concept hierarchies. Second, we provide the background
for the formation of our knowledge base, being derived from a heterogeneous ontology. Third, we briefly

outline a clustering method because it provides some
further optimization options to control the cluster formation of a heterogeneous ontology.
2.1

Concept Hierarchy Extraction

Concept hierarchies are a means for representing
knowledge in a hierarchical manner, having nodes of
increasing abstraction per level and things as instances
in the leaves of the tree. We intend to represent links
between legal texts by shared concepts: The higher
a linking node between two instances is located in
the concept hierarchy, the more distant are two documents. There are several approaches for extracting
concept hierarchies from unstructured text. Among
them, we find rules to detect hyponomy relations based
on Hearst Patterns [Hea92], for example to represent
legal vocabularies. Also eigenvector decomposition is
a method for identifying term taxonomies [BDMP06].
Those patterns, however, are not applicable for the
use case of linking legal texts. Lexical hyponomies are
not suitable for references modeled as instances of the
concept hierarchy tree, since the subsumption relation
is not based on the vocabulary, but semantic relatedness gained from textbooks. Kuo et al. [KTH06]
propose hierarchical clustering to build concept hierarchies, while also the extraction of noun groups is a
valid approach [ROB17].
We examine methods of noun group extraction combined with hierarchical clustering further, and propose
a combination of them for concept hierarchy extraction from literature. This approach is based on the
assumption that an author captures the topic of a section within its title. In the highest levels of abstraction
within our concept hierarchy, we gather elements from
the Tables of Contents (TOC) within literature. Finally, we obtain a coarse- to fine-grained clustering of
regulations based on the understanding of the corresponding author, while we assume that the reasons for
citing in particular are relevant features justifying the
cluster membership of a regulation.
Similar to this work, Günel and Aşlıyan [GA10] describe how to extract concepts from tutoring material in TEX format using domain relevance, entropy
and lexical cohesion as inclusion criteria. Wang et
al. extract concept hierarchies from textbooks by the
TOC and Wikipedia [WLW+ 15]. We also use the
TOC to find local relatedness of regulations given the
section title and Wikipedia for Named Entity Resolution. Robin et al. compare two approaches for legal
concept hierarchy extraction: hierarchical clustering
and the extraction of topical expressions composed of
noun groups [ROB17]. Bruckschen et al. populate
a legal ontology based on Named Entity Recognition
[BNS+ 10]. In a related field, an approach using syn-

tactic positions, called Formal Concept Analysis, is
suggested by Cimiano et al. to extract concept hierarchies [CHS04]. Based on topic modeling, part-ofspeech tags and tf-idf weighting, Anoop et al. [AAD16]
suggest an unsupervised method for concept hierarchy
extraction. A possible drawback of statistical topic
modeling methods is the instability of retrieved topics
and their keywords if the process is repeated on the
same data. Belford et al. propose a method relying
on matrix factorization to increase the stability and
accuracy of topic models [BMNG18].
In contrast to these implementations, we use a rulebased approach to extract information. Legal applications can benefit from the control over data quality that a system designer has while using rule-based
approaches, without compromising on the amount of
data. Despite some deviations from the pattern where authors incorporate creative headings for didactic purposes - we find very few of these cases in our
collection of legal literature. We show the results of
our approach in Section 4.
2.2

Heterogeneous Legal Ontology

Despite some variation in the style format among the
pieces of literature, another major challenge arises
from the obtained concept hierarchies themselves: Initially, we obtain standalone hierarchies from each
book, and the difference among them is unknown.
However, topical overlaps are possible for diversified
literature, thus posing a challenge in integrating all
concept hierarchies in a non-contradicting manner.
Instead, we capture the contextual character of legal texts. Following the notion of hierarchical ontology
clusters proposed in [VC98], we develop the idea of allowing multiple concept hierarchies to coexist without
integrating them. Conventionally, one common language and understanding is desired for system architectures whose components access the same domain
knowledge. Despite these advantages, for our application such an ontology requires high maintenance efforts
resulting from frequent insertions of further knowledge, either by automatically determining valid mappings or checking for logically matching candidates.
In the legal domain, a common requirement is to
ensure that all relevant documents are retrieved, thus
we optimize for a high recall. This is however challenging when working with natural language, for example when encountering its cases of ambiguity, nearsynonyms and polysemy. We therefore argue that
concepts in legal literature may differ even for equal
topics, which is due to different perspectives of the
authors and their own interpretation. However, any
human regularly overcomes these inconsistencies and
ambiguity by either choosing one concept for a nar-

row but consistent understanding, or by broadening
the scope and encompassing multiple sources to avoid
omissions of important items, while accessing the most
appropriate fit based on a contextual decision criterion. This criterion can be derived from user-provided
feedback, for example by marking a document as irrelevant. Then, the concept hierarchy will be selected
which most likely captures the user need based on the
recomputation of relevance.
Since our intended knowledge base is built in a
bottom-up manner, this work is different from axiomatic ontologies. There are legal ontologies available such as ALLOT [BDIPV13] or LKIF [HBDB+ 07],
which are able to encompass multiple legal data
sources, however also requiring alignment of the respective classes. These ontologies are built upon a
document standard called Akoma Ntoso [VZ07] and
offer many ways of standardized information modeling on the document level and beyond. For our specific use case, we identify two possibilities to achieve
our goal: Either an expert maintains contextual information regarding specific applications of laws together in such a standardized ontology - for instance,
by using the contextual ontology language C-OWL
[BGvH+ 03] - or there is a system for legal literature
covering different scenarios, user categories and jurisdictions, ideally resulting in a complete collection of
all regulations needed for a case. Several bottom-up
lightweight ontologies for legislative terms and entities
exist [BGBI16, ABC+ 16]. Our knowledge representation differs from these works substantially in terms of
the application scenario and extraction method. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no approach for
the same use case within the legal domain allowing for
a fair comparison with our work.
2.3

Concept Hierarchy Clusters

Given a large collection of textbooks, we apply clustering to increase contextuality and to reduce the search
space for finding the the most applicable concept hierarchy for a context. As a result, many references from
different concept hierarchies are merged together. In
order to stucture the cluster, the distance information given by a hierarchical clustering algorithm can
be exploited. For user-centered applications, a semisupervised clustering method has been proposed by
Bade and Nürnberger [BN14]. They introduce mustlink-before constraints for clustering algorithms which
can be applied to hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Those constraints identify instances to be linked
and those which shall remain separate. Different from
other works, this method also implies the means to
model the hierarchical order of instances without requiring to define the exact level difference. As a use

case for an enforced hierarchy, consider a scenario
where a distance between European and national law is
desired. After including must-link-before constraints,
instances from the specified category are located closer
to the reference instance than those which are forced
to link on a higher node of the concept tree. The algorithm we use in the scope of this work allows for mustlink and cannot-link constraints by defining a relationship between two features [MHAK16]. Due to space
limitations, we leave the examination of constraint effects for future work and implement the clustering algorithm without constraints.

3

Concept Extraction for Heterogeneous Ontologies

Following relevant literature and the justification of
our method, we outline our approach for building a
heterogeneous ontology. In particular, we describe the
process of annotating features in textbooks to obtain a
contextual representation of the reference by means of
concept hierarchy clusters. Figure 1 depicts the workflow.
1. An electronic literature resource is converted into
a txt file.
2. The text is preprocessed by performing tokenization, sentence chunking, orthographic coreference
resolution, parts-of-speech tagging, roman literal
identification and named entity resolution using
web knowledge from DBpedia.
3. Rule-based annotation is applied to match TOC
components (Chapter, Part, Subchapter, Subsubchapter ), CS components (regulation name REG,
DBpedia concept DBp, relationship REL and references REF.
4. All annotations are extracted into a csv file, resulting in a table of tokens T with their respective
annotation features.
5. The file is treated as a lookup table and for each
TOC component, boundaries are determined.
6. All references are matched in document order to
each TOC component with respect to the different section boundaries. Also, the CS information
is retrieved from an extracted annotation file and
assigned to the REF.
7. After the feature information has been detected,
a flat representation of the concept hierarchy is
stored, with one REF instance per line and its
TOC and CS feature information.
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Figure 1: Workflow towards a lightweight heterogeneous ontology, used in a query expansion setting.
8. The instances are clustered, using their nominal
similar to the approach of Günel and Aşlıyan on corfeatures.
responding TEX-files can be cumbersome [GA10]. Alternatively, we convert the PDFs into txt files to speed
9. We included a possible use case, where a user
up subsequent preprocessing steps. We use GATE - a
searches for context information of a regulation
widely adopted framework for text processing to preREF 1 . Here, for REF 1 , cluster context descripprocess the text - and JAPE Grammar rules 2 to antors C1 and C5 are retrieved. The user decides
notate the concept hierarchy elements. For example,
for C1 and receives references linked to REF 1 debased on the pattern of a book publisher for a TOC,
pending on the data contained in the respective
we specify matching criteria including orthographic inconcept hierarchy cluster.
formation, roman numerals and part-of-speech tags 3 .
The patterns for reasons for citing are described in
10. A feedback mechanism can be implemented to
Equation (1) and for the respective relationship in
narrow down relevant references. Different from
Equation (2). There is a trade-off between statistiour idea, Boonchom and Soonthornphisaj use
cal and rule-based approaches: the former is faster to
term frequency-based ontology seeds for a legal
implement but less accurate, the latter is slow to imontology search task [sBS12]. A similar approach
plement but more accurate. Waltl et al. emphasize the
for query expansion using a hierarchical legal
+
effectiveness of rule-based information extraction due
knowledge base is by Schweighofer et al. [SG 07].
to explicitly applied domain knowledge and suggest
Yet, their relevance feedback is based on the prefthis approach as an alternative to machine learning
erences of other users, unlike our approach focusalgorithms, since the latter often require a sufficient
ing only on content.
quality of training data [WBM18]. Regarding the anSelected process steps to obtain the knowledge base
notation of several elements within a textbook, we deare described in more detail in the following. We
fine rules suited for the respective elements which we
share more implementation details and program code
consider as expressive features. We proceed with a deon GitHub.1
scription of these rules for TOCs, reasons for citing
and regulations.
3.1 Annotation
Since digital literature is conventionally available in
PDF format, making use of formatting information
1 https://github.com/anybass/HONto

2 https://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/splitch8.html
3 We use the German german-hgc.tagger from the Stanford
parser https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml

3.1.1

Table of Contents (TOC)

Depending on the publisher, a table of contents manifests itself in various styles. From numeral-only versions to mixed alphabet, roman literal and numeric
variations, we define separate rules to capture each
distinct heading element including its level in the context of the table of contents. Despite the efforts in
rule definition, there are not many substantial variations within each publishing style, so that minor inconsistencies may be captured by generalization from
seen examples. Waltl et al. combine the advantages of
rule-based approaches with those of machine learning
techniques because domain knowledge can be directly
incorporated into the training phase to obtain more
control over results [WBM18]. However, it is out of
scope of this work to train an annotation classifier and
a potential future optimization task. After annotation,
we export the TOC features. Based on the detected
elements, we determine the boundaries for each level of
the TOC hierarchy to store the respective references
contained per part, subchapter and subsubchapter.

3.1.2

Reasons for Citing (RFC) and Relationships (REL)

Each sentence with a reference to a legal text potentially contains information about the rationale of this
citation, which serves as a contextual summary. We
divide the citation summary CS into the regulation
name REG, the reason for citing RFC - following the
notion of an entity - and its relationship REL with the
regulation, captured by verb forms. Extracting the
CS serves as feature information for a clustering algorithm. Another application is in connection with a
reasoner based on the abstract relationships. Similar
to the approach of Winkels et al. [WBVvS14], a model
of relationships among legal texts can be derived from
textbooks and then be incorporated into the concept
hierarchy. In addition, reasons for citing RFC can be
considered for the user of a (content-based) legal recommender system as an explanatory component, to
be displayed alongside the reference as a context descriptor. We find several pattern varieties proposed for
keyphrase extraction and consider them for the RFC
[WZH16, Hul03]. While the respective authors analyze English language and capture adjective groups in
addition to noun groups as well, there are more distinctions available for part-of-speech-tags in German
language. Since including all adjective groups results
in a larger number of distinct nominal features, we
limit the pattern to minor sequence variations allowing for attributive adjectives. In our use case, we define
the following expression to capture the RFC :

RFC = (NN | NNS | NNP | NNPS | NE |
(NN (ADJA | NN) ∗ NN))+

(1)

Due to space limitations, this pattern is a simplified version of the actual one, here only listing candidate part-of-speech tags (POS) using the SSTS tagset
[STT95]. Our rules account for a variety of possible sentence structures in German natural language.
Those patterns which are formulated by using the
more expressive JAPE rule syntax are defined with priorities, so that the most restrictive rule is applied first.
Likewise, there are patterns for relationship extraction
examined by multiple authors, as well [FSE11]. We
adapted them to German language and added negation tags with
REL = (PTKNEG | V-INF | V-PP | V-FIN)+ (2)
as the simplified relationship pattern REL. In the verb
categories we subsume the tags using a hyphen, for
example V-INF is a placeholder for VAINF, VVINF
and VMINF, which are originally output by the Stanford parser. The relationship feature of the annotation in this case is formed as a concatenation of REL
matches within a sentence containing RFC. We adjust the matching rule regarding specific word patterns
for important indicators - strings indicating contradictions (e.g., in German “Widerspruch”) or selections
(e.g., in German “Beispiel”) - which cannot be generalized with parts-of-speech information. Also, if there
is a syntactic indication of a legal term definition (e.g.,
in German “nach” or “gemäß”) within a law, we fill
undetected REL fields with an is-relationship (in German: “ist”). Furthermore, we clean the matches by
parsing out non-descriptive strings for a relationship
between a reference and its reason for citing (e.g., in
German “denke”). This consequently results in sparse
relationship features, since the above rules are both
specified within sentence boundaries. While our assumption that a sentence citing a regulation contains
RFC and REL patterns, this is not always the case.
For the subsequent steps, we only consider those regulations containing RFC, and optionally REL. Any annotated regulation contained in the document where
RFC is missing may not hold enough context information to determine its applicability for the context.
Despite this limitation, it shall not have severe consequences in case of a sufficiently large heterogeneous
ontology, since other extracted concept hierarchies for
the same context shall cover possible gaps due to the
highly regularized nature of legislation.
3.1.3

Regulations (REG, REF)

Many scholars have examined methods to extract regulations from unstructured text [WLM16], often to cre-

ate a citation network based on the references within
the original regulation text [WBVvS14]. While currently machine learning approaches remain popular,
rule-based methods achieve high precision and recall,
as well, which is due to the highly regularized pattern
of regulation citation. In German law, there are fixed
citation guidelines. Therefore, a sufficiently high proportion of citations can be detected with rules, with
precision and recall in the range from 80% to 90%
[WLM16]. In addition, legal language contains term
definitions, which are implicitly referenced by other
laws [WLM16]. Those term definitions can be extracted with rules and stored in a Lookup dictionary.
Although it is out of scope of this work, we plan to
analyze and enrich regulations with legal term definitions - to be found in other regulations - to gain more
context information from the knowledge provided in
the data source itself. We considered corner cases in
reference citations, thus aiming for an improvement
of the already high regulation coverage. These corner cases include references containing more than two
regulations from different sources, and occurrences of
connection indicators, in German abbreviated as “i.
V. m.”. These annotations shall contribute to a rich
knowledge base.
3.1.4

Access Web Knowledge (DBp)

Wang et al. suggest in their approach to apply
web knowledge for identifying concept candidates
[WLW+ 15]. We access Wikipedia-based linked open
data through the DBpedia Spotlight 4 plugin for
GATE5 . Unlike their method, we intend the knowledge base to perform named entity resolution directly
on the citation summary. If a DBpedia entry exists in
the sentence containing a reference, we split the URI to
obtain the concept name as a nominal feature. We observe that most matches occur for the regulation or the
RFC tokens. There is one frequent misclassification
regarding the German Civil Code (BGB), where the
DBpedia lookup yields a swiss political party instead
of the civil code, which we manually corrected before
composing the concept hierarchy. After having annotated the nine feature types (Chapter, Part, Subchapter, Subsubchapter, REG, DBp, RFC, REL, REF ), we
export them from GATE and build the concept hierarchy.
3.2

Compose Concept Hierarchies

Figure 2 shows how we compose and evaluate the concept hierarchy. In this example, there are two simplified concept hierarchies, which are obtained from
the JAPE rule-based annotations. In the fictive CS
4 https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org/
5 http://www.semanticsoftware.info/lodtagger

node, we summarize the features REG, DBp, RFC,
REL for space reasons, however, they are all standalone features. Each element has mandatory values
for the Chapter, RFC and Reference. The other fields
are optional because we do not assert that the rules
return values for each feature.
Given the illustrated concept hierarchy in Figure
2, we evaluate the results by setting the Chapter as
a class label - thus expecting a reproduction of the
structure of a chapter - and by not including it in the
features to be processed. As indicated by the arrows,
the test data can match the learned examples by comparison of the subfeatures and early merges are an indicator for higher similarity between two instances. A
possible limitation of this approach comes from the reliance on explicitly stated information. For instance,
if the RFC are not indicated within the reference sentence or if they are faulty extracted, this can decrease
the expressiveness of the features for the desired structure. Since the resulting concept hierarchy depends
on the author of the book, his perspective may not
be suitable for any user. Therefore, we see a possible remedy in the notion of concept hierarchy clusters,
forming a heterogeneous lightweight ontology.
3.2.1

Concept Hierarchy Clusters.

Extracting a narrow concept hierarchy with only nominal features leads to a lower probability of getting
all relevant references for a specific information need.
Consider the following example: While one book may
focus on the aspects of national law, another depicts
European legislation. In reality, this information needs
to be considered as a whole, since European legislation
supersedes national law.
Recalling the discussion from Section 2.2, we show
how exactly a heterogeneous ontology can serve a user
who is interested in complete, reliable and founded information. Aside from our experiment of matching
extracted instances with Chapter labels, an actual application of this method is to classify for Relevance
instead. Figure 3 illustrates how a heterogeneous ontology in legal contexts may emerge. In the setting of
a recommender system, suppose there is a cluster containing two concept hierarchies with sets of instances
(1, 5, 8) and (1, 2, 4, 8) respectively. In the first scenario depicted on the left hand side, the recommender
system receives positive user feedback regarding instance 1. Since this instance is present in the current context which is more narrow than other concept
hierarchy, the context is not altered. In contrast, a
similarity function ( A) receives negative feedback for
instance 5 in the second scenario, thus resulting in a
context switch to the other concept hierarchy without
instance 5. There are several approaches for similarity
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Figure 2: Structure and Evaluation of a Concept Hierarchy
adaptation, as investigated by Stober and Nürnberger
hierarchical tree algorithm, which learns incrementally
in [SN11]. In addition, the heterogeneous ontology can
from new instances, given four options of incorporating
also be used for query expansion, as previously pointed
them (creating a new child node, adding to an existout regarding Figure 1.
ing child node, merging two similar child nodes and
We find that for a legal recommender system, hetincorporating the newest instance therein, and spliterogeneous ontologies - as defined in this work as clusting a node, so that it becomes a child of the current
ters of concept hierarchies acquired from suitable litnode) [MHAK16]. We visualize our results by using
erature - can indeed fulfill the following desirable functhe python library concept formation 6 by MacLellan et al. [MHAK16]. Instead of incorporating several
tions:
books, we evaluate this method with respect to the
1. They group semantically related concept hierarmost high-level concepts (i.e., chapter titles) of one
chies.
comprehensive book. In particular, we used chapters
(1), (4) and (8) from Derleder et al. because they were
2. Their clusters allow for efficient lookups, instead
perceived as topically related, while still treating difof querying the whole ontology.
ferent concepts [DKB08]. For a rich heterogeneous on3. They are sensitive towards user feedback.
tology, multiple books need to be taken into account,
among which several topical overlaps shall occur to
4. They are as relevant as possible by applying the
compensate for losses from the extraction process or
narrowest context given user feedback constraints.
a different focus of an author. In case of significant
We conducted some experiments with subsets from
overlaps, two concept hierarchies shall be merged.
the 78 documents (subchapters from three fixed chapters), the results are shown in the next Section 4.
4.2 Evaluation Measures

4

Results

To show the effect of adding knowledge to the heterogeneous lightweight ontology, we evaluate the annotation and perform two experiments. The first experiment applies COBWEB clustering on the features,
without knowing the Chapter class label. The second
approach is a classifier for the same features, this time
we use the COBWEB tree. Before we present their
results, we describe the experiment setting and evaluation measures.
4.1

Evaluation Setup

The aim of this evaluation is to determine the expressiveness of our selected features to distinguish between
abstract concepts. In this work, we intend to show
the feasibility of our proposed knowledge extraction
and representation method. Therefore, we create clusters of semantically similar concept hierarchies by using the COBWEB algorithm [Fis87]. It is a recursive

Regarding the annotation success, we determine the effectiveness of context feature extraction by computing
the average coverage of references REF by RFC annotations. Basically, if a sentence contains a pattern
which can be detected by our JAPE rules, there will be
an RFC annotation. Since we only considered those
regulations whose context features (especially RFC )
could be retrieved, this evaluation is important to understand how many data points were the basis for the
subsequent steps of clustering and classification.
Our evaluation measure for the supervised clustering experiment is the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI),
originally proposed by Hubert and Arabie [HA85]. It
quantifies the overlap between two partitioning approaches, in our case, we compare the COBWEB clustering and the class labels (i.e., textbook chapters). Its
expected value 0 indicates a random clustering, while
a value close to 1 corresponds to a high agreement
6 https://github.com/cmaclell/concept
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Figure 3: Incorporating user feedback in a cluster of concept hierarchies with an adaptation function (A)
between the resulting clustering and class label partiwe define a JAPE rule and annotate the text based
tions. Santos and Embrechts suggest using the ARI
on a pattern that is able to detect several citation forfor supervised multilabel classification evaluation due
mats:
to its ability to measure the relationship of two elGerman law: § 676 a Abs. 1 Satz 1 BGB
ements instead of the correct class label assignment
German law: Art. 1 und 2 Abs. 1 GG
[SE09]. While we only use one book, we expect an
ARI above 0.5 because each chapter contains unique
European law: 2000 / 46 / EG
themes and possible overlaps in cited regulations REG.
In Table 1, we list the number of reference
Having heterogeneous ontology clusters, an automatic
annotations corresponding to the book chapters:
merging criterion can be applied to achieve clusters
(1) Bankvertragliche Grundlagen (English: Foundaof topically related concept hierarchies. Based on the
tions of Banking Contracts), (4) Kapitalmarkt- und
ARI, this merging criterion has been implemented by
Auslandsgeschäfte (English: Capital Market and ForPavan et al. to extend k-means clustering [PARR11].
eign Transactions), (8) Europäisches Bankenrecht mit
For the classification task, we use average values
Länderabschnitten (English: European Banking Law
of precision and recall. Calculating average recall is
by Country). Additionally, we indicate the number
rather unconventional [GF14], however, optimizing for
of RFC and the average percentage of detected RFC
a high recall is crucial in the legal domain. Those two
from all REF annotations per chapter. The numbers
measures quantify how well the COBWEB tree is be
in the column header depict the document number,
able to infer the correct class membership given the
corresponding to the subchapters of the textbook. We
instance features, as shown in Figure 2. In particfind that almost 75% of the references have an anular, our average precision measures the percentage
notation value for RFC. The restrictions we included
of correctly identified class members compared to all
in our pattern prevent us from extracting the chapter
instances labeled as class members by the algorithm,
name as a REF, and despite some missing references
averaged over the number of runs and all classes. The
and RFC due to long-range dependencies within the
average recall in our case is defined as the fraction of
sentence or unwanted headline text insertions at page
correctly identified instances of a class compared to all
breaks, the noise in the text data (e.g., citations of
that belong to the respective class, averaged over all
other books in a reference-like format) did not affect
runs and classes. Intuitively, a false positive recomthe extraction substantially. Nevertheless, all subsemendation of a regulation is not as severe as a false
quent steps depend on the annotation, so that a loss
negative for the legal domain.
in this step propagates forward to the clustering and
classification task.
4.3 Evaluation of Annotation
4.4 Evaluation of Heterogeneous Legal OntolWe evaluate our annotation results regarding the numogy
ber of detected references REF compared to the number of extracted RFC in the chapter, since we require
We evaluate our results for the COBWEB clustering
algorithm using the extracted Chapter feature as the
the latter for concept formation. Spiegel-Rosing found
ground truth class. With the remaining context inforfor scientific texts descriptive RFC context in 80% of
mation starting with the Part feature until the REF
the sentences. We assume that in a German legal textfeature, the instances are supposed to be grouped by
book, slightly less RFC will be detected, due to a different writing style (e.g., more complex syntax and
the COBWEB clustering algorithm. In order to show
longer sentences). Consequently, our aim for RFC anthe effect of a successful extraction method, we restricted the instances only to those cases where a value
notation is set to 70% of REF occurrences. Therefore,

Table 1: Evaluation of REF and RFC detection. From three chapters, we analyzed all subchapters.
(1)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Avg. %
REF
RFC

197
170

40
30

196
168

47
37

41
31

107
83

568
385

131
74

250
160

(4)

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

Avg. %

REF
RFC

211
158

82
60

1091
643

283
232

119
85

41
33

82
70

283
215

270
227

483
400

112
85

115
93

164
111

237
221

74

(8)

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

Avg. %

REF
RFC

47
36

90
61

188
147

40
30

67
43

28
16

370
275

73

72

Figure 4: COBWEB clustering with p=2, i=1020 and
the ARI evaluation [HA85]

Figure 5: COBWEB clustering with p=2, i=1149 and
the ARI evaluation [HA85]

could be retrieved for the Part feature, since this is the
most abstract class. To have an equal class distribution, we downsampled the instances of other chapters
to match the class with the fewest instances left. This
has not been achieved with a random selection, but instead we selected a group of instances which were previously spatially close in the textbook. This has the
advantage of not missing important context, as well as
limiting the variance in nominal features. For a fair
comparison, running the evaluation with different instance groups yielded mostly similar results, however
we observe that more variability leads to less similar
examples and thus a lower ARI score.

ter (1) (labeled as B) and chapter (4) (labeled as K)
and chapter (8) (labeled as E). Many instances of particularly chapters (4) and (8) are placed in the wrong
cluster. From this, we conclude that despite having
balanced classes, there may be topical overlaps among
the concept hierarchies which shall either result in a
merge or are lacking evidence for separate groups. If
we allow for a slight class imbalance of the instances by
increasing the number of chapter (1) and (4) instances
in a comparable amount to 1149, the ARI increases to
0.64, as shown in Figure 5. This also led to a different cluster shape and a better discrimination between
the three chapter classes. The improvement can be
seen in the classes, where more labels correspond to
the cluster membership. It indicates that the clustering approach found more agreement between clusters
and the ground truth classes. That observation lets us
conclude that additional examples can lead to a higher
ARI if they only broaden the feature value space moderately. In previous experiments, we applied the algorithm to all extracted instances, leading to an ARI of
0.05, presumably because of the high variance of instances within a chapter and different chapter length.

For the first evaluation shown in Figure 4 with 2
principal components p, 3 Chapters and 1020 instances
i of balanced classes, we obtain an adjusted rand index ( ARI) of 0.28. Each axis holds one principal component analysis (PCA) dimension to visualize a projection of the cluster shape. According with our expectation, there are three clusters, while each cluster
consists of two to three ellipsis shapes. The chapter
labels in Figure 4 indicate that the algorithm does not
have enough information to distinguish between chap-

to 10pp for precision, which is a significant improvement of the classifier performance. In summary, the
results for the COBWEB algorithm vary depending
on the number of examples for each concept hierarchy.
A recall of more than 90% is desirable, so that the
results from the second setup of each experiment are
regarded as sufficient evidence for descriptive features
to distinguish between different contexts. We discuss
the general applicability of the results.
4.5

Figure 6:
i=1020

COBWEB tree with r=10, num=100,

Figure 7:
i=1149

COBWEB tree with r=10, num=100,

Since this class imbalance will naturally occur in a
heterogeneous ontology, we need to investigate futher
how the approach scales and what the limitations are
regarding the feature diversity.
We perform a second experiment on the same data,
but in the classification setting with a COBWEB tree
with 10 runs r and 300 training instances num. The
result of the classification algorithm is shown in Figures 6 and 7, including 95% confidence intervals for
the average precision and recall values. In Figure 6,
the confidence intervals obtain a range of 40 percentage points (pp), witnessing of an unstable classification
result of 80% precision and 87% recall on average after 200 training examples. The effect of adding further
examples is illustrated in Figure 7 and similar to the
previous experiment, which manifests in a gain in precision of about 10pp and a slight increase of 5pp in the
average recall score. Please note that the range of the
confidence interval is reduced to 20pp for recall and

Discussion

There is more research potential in the question
whether this approach also works for other domain
literature, or what happens if other clustering algorithms with advanced capabilities of constraint formulation are chosen. Considering that we used concept
hierarchies mostly about general banking law, financial markets and european banking law, the overlap
of REG and RFC is considerable. After other books
about different subjects are added, those three concept
hierarchies may form a cluster. During the concept hierarchy extraction, we found that there are four major
limitations of our approach: First, literature resources
are needed which cover the information need. Otherwise, a user may not find his case represented. Second,
for each textbook, there can be a different format of
citations or the TOC components. This results in a
higher manual effort for rule formulation. Third, since
we only had the PDF files of literature available, there
were challenges in segmenting the file and assigning
references to each section, leading to missing feature
values. Fourth, despite having gained much domain
information from the textbook, we need to investigate
more methods of leveraging those. Since we plan to
implement a lightweight heterogeneous ontology, we
uncover future research fields in Section 5.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

To conclude, our lightweight heterogeneous ontology
is composed of concept hierarchies which are derived
from literature. It is a promising area for further work.
We pointed out the reasons for accepting coexisting
perspectives in the legal domain and gave indications
of how to take advantage of many sources, while still
controlling the results with constraints and user feedback. The rule-based annotation method provided features for context-aware classification and clustering of
the concept hierarchies. Overall, the results indicate
that the chosen features, the extraction method and
the concept formation library are suitable for detecting semantic similarity in the book we selected. Regarding future work, we are curious about how this
method performs, if additional features of the content
of referenced regulations and term definitions are taken

into account. Another field to study is the impact
of abstract relationship categories on clustering. We
see possible applications of the learned ontology in the
field of law clustering, legal context search, topic detection and legal recommender systems and intend to
explore more about these use cases.
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